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Talk proposal:  

 

     Lambda Calculus is the starting point of all functional programming.  

Since Church ([6],[22]) noticed the undecidablity of the word problem for 

semigroups,it has been understood that certain algebraic strutures 

are embedded in lambda calculus and related systems such as combinatory 

logic ([7]), simply typed lambda calculus with surjective pairing ([17]), 

Godel's theory T from proof theory ([16]), and John Backus' programming  

system FP ([3],[24]). One nice aspect of algebra is that it leads to  

generators and generators lead to enumeration. 

     The algebraic structures include the "positive parts" of the Freyd, 

Heller,Thompson, Higman groups F, T and V ([26],[4],[21]),the free 

Cartesian  

monoid (of which V is "the" group,[25])),the profinte group of hereditary 

permutations ([8]),and the near semirings and b.a.d. algebras of [21].  

Here,the connection to combinatorics begins with the observation that 

the group F is a subgroup of the automorphism group of the ordered rooted 

binary trees ([5]). In addition,the B,I monoid induces a monoid structure 

on lattice paths from (0,0) that end at, but never go above, the diagonal 

([15]).The correspondence between such paths and trees,ballot sequences, 

polygonal triangulations, and parenthesized products is well know from  

elementary combinatorics. There are some amusing consequences for the  

theory of partitions of integers as well([2]) .   

      In this talk we would like to give a somewhat eccentric survey of  

our work in this area.  
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